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Homework 
Superlative Adjectives 

 
Pre-intermediate 

 
A. Underline the correct Superlative Adjectives in the sentences below. 
 
1. Peter is the tallest / talest student in the class. He is also the most old / oldest. 
 
2. It was the best / goodest and most exciting / excitingest holiday that I've ever been on. 
 
3. December 21st is the most short / shortest day of the year. June 21st is the longest / most long. 
 
4. Mercury is the smallest / most small planet. It is also the farest / furthest from the sun. 
 
5. Ben is one of the happyest / happiest and sweetest / most sweet babies that I've ever seen. 
 
B. Match the sentence halves below, putting the adjectives in their Superlative form. 
 
1. London is the ……………………………………… (expensive) ……… a. month to visit Rome. It's too hot. 
 
2. Sara is the ………………………………………… (beautiful) ………  b. way to get there is on the 23 bus. 
  
3. That was one of the …………………………………… (hard) ……… c. woman that I've ever met. 
 
4. The ……………………………………… (easy) ………   d. man that I've ever met. 
 
5. At 190 cm tall, Jim is the ………………………………… (tall) ……… e. country that I've ever visited. 
 
6. Zombie Nightmare was the …………………………… (scary) ……… f. city I've been to. 
  
7. Russia is the ……………………………… (cold) ………   g. film that I've ever seen. 
 
8. Yum! This is one of the ……………………………… (tasty) ……… h. buildings in the whole town. 
 
9. This museum is one of the ……………………………… (old) ……… i. exams that I've ever taken. 
 
10. July is the ……………………………………… (bad) ………  j. cakes that I've ever eaten. 
 
C. Complete the sentences using the adjectives below in their Superlative form and one of 
the words in the box on the right. 
 

boring     disgusting     noisy       messy      soft place     baby     beds     meals     film 
 
1. That was the ……………………………… ……………………………… that I've ever seen. I'm so glad it's over! 
 
2. Eww! This is one of the ……………………………… ……………………………… that I've ever eaten. 
 
3. Little Tom is the ……………………………… ……………………………… that I've ever met. I wish he'd be quiet! 
 
4. Sam's room is the ……………………………… ……………………………… in our house. He never tidies it. 
 
5. It was one of the ……………………………… ……………………………… that I've ever slept on. 

More on this topic at: eclub.to/sa  
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Homework answers 
Superlative Adjectives 

 
Pre-intermediate 

 

Exercise A 

1. tallest, oldest 

2. best, most exciting 

3. shortest, longest 

4. smallest, furthest 

5. happiest, sweetest 

 
Exercise B 

1. most expensive, f 

2. most beautiful, c 

3. hardest, i 

4. easiest, b 

5. tallest, d 

6. scariest, g 

7. coldest, e 

8. tastiest, j 

9. oldest, h 

10. the worst, a 

 

Exercise C 

1. most boring, film 

2. most disgusting, meals 

3. noisiest, baby 

4. messiest, place 

5. softest, beds 

 

 
 


